
Beam Commissioning Working Group
Minutes for 28 June 2019

Present: V. Kain, R. Alemany Fernandez, F. Antoniou, H. Damerau, G. P. di Giovanni, B. Goddard,
K. Hanke, A. Lasheen, K. Li, F. Tecker, F. Velotti

Meeting objectives

The beam performance tracking planning will be discussed for all machines, during this and the
next meeting. Today the status for the Ions and for the SPS will be discussed.

Approval of Minutes and Matters Arising - V. Kain

Verena opened the meetings giving a summary of the previous meeting.
Reyes asked if the HW and Beam commissioning will be done using the planning tool, too.

Verena replied that for the HW commissioning yes, however, for the Beam commissioning this still
needs to be discussed.

Presentations

Beam performance tracking - Ions (Reyes, link)

• Reyes went through the most important beam parameters for the beam performance tracking
of the ion beams in the injector.

• GP asked if the idea is to have a common application for all machines for the beam performance
tracking or to give also the individual important parameters per machine. Verena replied that
it serves both goals.

• Verena commented that we need to separate between the typical tracking which has to do
with the logging system, then the online performance tracking and then finally, the overall
performance tracking. Verena believes that those 3 categories need different applications.
Reyes replied that today she presented the list of parameters they would like to track but
how this will be done is another discussion. In principle, she agrees with Verena. Verena
added that after the presentations from all machines we will need to come up with a common
requirement document, suggesting the best way of tracking the fulfills the three streams
mentioned earlier.

• G.P. commented that we will need also to separate between online and offline tracking as
some of the parameters, like emittance in the PSB, are critical to track but can only be done
offline.

• Reyes believes that for the ions, the performance tracking should be considered only for
the period that ions are provided to the LHC. For the rest of the year, LEIR is in MD or
commissioning and maybe not optimal in performance. Brennan suggested to always track
but have a flag showing when the machines deliver beam in the LHC. Everybody agreed on
this.
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• Verena asked everybody to provide also the requirements on plotting as that was missing in
the past and is very important to have (i.e. the simple plotting capabilities of accelerator
statistics as available now are not sufficient.)

Beam performance tracking - SPS (Kevin, link)

• Kevin explained the way the performance tracking was done in the SPS the last years. This
was done through a home-made very customized tool.

• Kevin discussed also issues inherent to the SPS way of tracking performance with home-made
software (e.g. data transport between TN and EOS). Most technical issues are surmountable
with support from CO.

• The SPS tool was developed as the supertable tool functionalities were not sufficient.

• For the time being a website housed on the virtual machine of Francesco is providing the long
term overall SPS performance tracking. Obviously here a more adopted way of running the
very useful website needs to be found.

• Brennan suggested that the supercycle composition is a good information to be added. Verena
and Kevin agreed.

• Kevin raised the point that the most difficult part will be to find a way to do the tracking
along the complex. Brennan suggested to define flags and track the beam along machines.

• Verena commented that there is also an open point with the on-demand measurements, like
emittance but also tomoscope and aperture. Some of those should be part of the reference
measurements while other in the performance tracking information.

• GP commented that in the PS complex they systematically measure the LHC beams every
shift. The results are then stored in the supertable from where later one can analyze the
statistics. Heiko suggested that this measurement can maybe flagged as reference measurement
now.

• Verena commented that the SPS event-based analysis framework (SPS QC) would probably
not work for the PSB due to the very short cycle. For the PS though this maybe an option
and it has to be tried out if of interest.

• In the case the tool needs to become more generic, the data volume will be an issue and will
need to be worked out.

AOB: Status of the quad scan application (Reyes, link)

• Reyes gave a description of the applications which remain operational for the time being,
concluding that there is no demand for a common application for all machines. Also no
request to build a new application.

• Francesco commented that there is one more application which is an extension of the AWAKE
quad scan application with another algorithm to calculate optics functions.

• GP also mentioned that in the PSB emittance measurements are done typically done using
this type of applications based on SEM grid measurements.
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• Brennan commented that noone is asking for a common application but people need such
applications so they finally develop their own. It is not a good idea to end up in many
different ones.

• Verena commented that the question we need to answer is if there is a need for a new
application now. Given the list of things that need to be done for the startup, it would of
course be bad idea not to use one of the existing ones and extend it to the new requirements.
Reyes relied that it does not seem to be the case.

• Verena summarized that a generic quad scan/BTV/SEM grid emittance/optics measurement
application will not be developed during LS2 due to the lack of manpower. An application
should however come post-LS2 and will therefore remain on the list.

Discussion

• Verena closed the meeting by saying that the presentations for LINAC4, PSB and PS will
follow in the next meeting. Then all the information will be compiled to prepare and present
a common requirement document for post-LS2 performance tracking.
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